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Abstract

I argue that reflexive clitics are not pronominal, but verbal. Cross-linguistically, reflexive
clitics can realize either an unaccusative or an unergative Voice head, both of which allow ana-
phoric interpretations (as suggested by the work of Reinhart and Siloni 2004, 2005). I contrast
the anaphoric Voice analysis with two well-known pronominal analyses of reflexive clitics:
one, proposed for French, postulating an anaphoric external argument (McGinnis 1998,
Sportiche 1998), and another, proposed for Icelandic figure reflexives, postulating an expletive
argument in [Spec, pP] (Wood 2014, 2015; Wood and Marantz 2017). Evidence against the
external-argument analysis for French includes: a language-internal contrast between unerga-
tive and unaccusative anaphoric clauses (Labelle 2008); the absence of a c-command require-
ment on the licensing of anaphoric Voice; the absence of a lethal ambiguity effect with
anaphoric Voice (McGinnis 1998, 2004); and the interpretation of focus constructions with
seul ‘only’ (Sportiche 2014, Haiden 2019). Evidence against the Icelandic expletive-argument
analysis includes: the observation that not all figure reflexives have a pP, or allow an imper-
sonal passive (Moser 2021); and the difficulty of extending the analysis to other languages
with reflexive clitics – in particular, the difficulty of accounting for the widespread observation
that anaphoric clitics are restricted to referential dependencies involving the external argument.

Keywords: expletive argument, figure reflexive, impersonal passive, lethal ambiguity, reflex-
ive clitic
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Résumé

Je soutiens que les clitiques réflexifs ne sont pas pronominaux, mais verbaux. Sur le plan
interlinguistique, les clitiques réflexifs peuvent réaliser une tête de Voix soit inaccusative,
soit inergative, qui permettent toutes les deux des interprétations anaphoriques (comme le
suggèrent les travaux de Reinhart et Siloni 2004, 2005). J’oppose l’analyse anaphorique de
la Voix à deux analyses pronominales bien connues des clitiques réfléchis. La première,
proposée pour le français, postule un argument externe anaphorique (McGinnis 1998,
Sportiche 1998), et la deuxième, proposée pour les réfléchis de figure islandais, postule un
argument explétif en [Spec, pP] (Wood 2014, 2015; Wood et Marantz 2017). Les preuves
contre l’analyse argument-externe pour le français comprennent : un contraste interne au
français entre les phrases anaphoriques inergatives et les phrases inaccusatives (Labelle
2008); l’absence d’exigence de c-commande sur la voix anaphorique ; l’absence d’effet
d’ambiguïté létale avec la Voix anaphorique (McGinnis 1998, 2004); et l’interprétation des
constructions de focus avec seul (Sportiche 2014, Haiden 2019). Les preuves contre l’analyse
islandaise de l’argument explétif comprennent : l’observation que tous les pronoms réfléchis de
figures n’ont pas de pP, ou bien ne permettent pas de passif impersonnel (Moser 2021) ; et la
difficulté d’étendre l’analyse à d’autres langues ayant des clitiques réfléchis – en particulier, la
difficulté de rendre compte de l’observation répandue selon laquelle les clitiques anaphoriques
sont limités aux dépendances référentielles qui impliquent l’argument externe.

Mots-clés: argument explétif, pronom réfléchi de figure, passif impersonnel, ambiguïté létale,
clitique réfléchi

1. INTRODUCTION

In this article, I argue that reflexive clitics express Voice, a functional head in the
extended projection of the verb root, rather than a pronominal element such as D.1

Many languages can express referential dependencies using reflexive clitics or
affixes, which typically attach to verbs. An example is Romance se/si, illustrated for
French in (1a). Here the anaphoric dependency between the external and internal argu-
ment roles is expressed using the reflexive clitic se and a DP antecedent, une femme ‘a
woman,’ which occupies the surface subject position. Another example of a reflexive
clitic is Icelandic -st, shown in (1b), whichWood (2015) describes as expressing an ana-
phoric dependency between the external argument role and the figure role introduced by
a locative pP, in Talmy’s (1975) sense of FIGURE/GROUND. Thus, the subject Bjartur is
both the agent of squeezing, and the figure being squeezed through the crowd.

(1) a. Une femme s’est offerte pour mener le combat.
a woman SE-is offered for lead.INF the fight
‘A woman offered herself to lead the fight.’ (Fauconnier 1974: 213)

1Abbreviations: 1: first person; 2: second person; 3: third person; ACC: accusative; AG:
agent; AOR: aorist; ARB: arbitrary pronoun; CL: clitic; DAT: dative; DO: direct object; EXPL: exple-
tive; F: feminine; FIG: figure; FUT: future; GEN: genitive; GRD: ground; IMPF: imperfect; INF: infini-
tive; IO: indirect object; LOC: locative; M: masculine; NACT: non-active; NOM: nominative; PASS:
passive; PL: plural; PST: past; SG: singular. Examples have been glossed and formatted for
consistency.
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b. Bjartur tróð-st gegnum mannþröngina.
Bjartur.NOM squeezed-ST through the.crowd
‘Bjartur squeezed (himself) through the crowd.’ (Wood 2015: 174)

Anaphoric clitics or affixes are often referred to as reflexive, although they can
also express reciprocal meaning in Romance languages, among many others. Here,
for the sake of consistency, I use the term anaphoric clitic to refer to a clitic involved
in an anaphoric dependency, while the term reflexive clitic will be used to refer to the
morphophonology used to mark anaphoric and other types of clauses.

The formal nature of reflexive clitics has been extensively debated in the litera-
ture. In Romance languages, first- and second-person anaphoric clitics (such as
French me ‘1SG’, te ‘2SG’, nous ‘1PL’, and vous ‘2PL’) show syncretism with object
pronouns, providing prima facie evidence for an analysis that treats them as categor-
ically pronominal, for example as nonbranching DPs (McGinnis 1998, 2004;
Sportiche 1998). Similarly, the Icelandic reflexive clitic -st is historically related to
the pronoun sik, now sig in modern Icelandic (Anderson 1990, Ottósson 1992). On
the other hand, anaphoric clitics also show syncretism with non-anaphoric clauses
such as middles, inchoatives and unergative activity predicates, raising the issue of
whether such morphology is verbal rather than pronominal. The French examples
below show a middle (2a) and two inchoatives, one that alternates with a transitive
(2b), and one that does not (2c).

(2) a. Ces maisons se sont construites rapidement.
these houses.F SE are built.F.PL quickly
‘These houses were built quickly.’ (Sportiche 1998: 147)

b. Ils se sont réunis.
they.M SE are gathered.PL
‘They got together.’ (Sportiche 1998: 147)

c. Il s’est évanoui.
he SE-is fainted
‘He passed out.’ (Sportiche 1998: 147)

Meanwhile, in addition to figure reflexives, Icelandic uses -st productively for
unaccusative inchoatives (3a), as well as for some unergative activity predicates
(3b). The -st verb in (3a) alternates with a causative transitive form lacking -st,
while the -st verb in (3b) is derived from the noun djöfull ‘devil’. The ungrammatical
purpose clause in (3a) indicates the absence of an implicit agent, showing that the
example is inchoative rather than passive. (3b) is an impersonal passive, which is
widely considered to indicate an unergative predicate.

(3) a. Vinið helltist niður (*til þess að þú fengir það ekki).
wine.the spill-ST down (*so that you got it not
‘The wine spilled (*so that you would not get it).’ (Thráinsson 2007: 284)

b. Það var djöfla-st allan daginn.
it was deviled-ST all day
‘Hard work went on all day.’ (Sigurðsson 1989: 318)

The syntactic distribution of anaphoric clitics differs from that of DP arguments.
For instance, anaphoric clitic derivations behave like intransitives in the
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faire-infinitive construction, as shown in (4) (Kayne 1975; glosses added).When embed-
ded under causative faire, both unaccusative (4a) and unergative predicates (4b) have
a postverbal subject unmarked for case, namely son amie in (4a), and Jean in (4b).

(4) a. Il a fait partir son amie.
he has made leave 3SG.GEN friend.F
‘He had his friend leave.’ (Kayne 1975: 203)

b. On fera parler Jean de son dernier voyage.
one will.make speak Jean of 3SG.GEN last trip
‘We’ll have Jean talk about his last trip.’ (Kayne 1975: 203)

By contrast, in a transitive predicate embedded under faire, the postverbal
subject is marked with the dative preposition à, as in (5a), here realized as a portman-
teau item that also expresses the masculine singular determiner associated with this
noun (au juge). Despite its transitive semantics, a predicate with an anaphoric
clitic embedded under faire has an unmarked postverbal subject (le juge), suggesting
that the predicate is formally intransitive.

(5) a. Jean le fait révéler au/*le juge.
Jean 3SG.M made reveal to.the.M/*the.M judge
‘Jean made the judge reveal it.’ (McGinnis 1998: 176)

b. Jean fait se révéler le/*au juge.
Jean made SE reveal the.M/*to.the.M judge
‘Jean made the judge reveal himself.’ (McGinnis 1998: 176)

The contrasts in (4)–(5) provide evidence against a simple pronominal analysis
of anaphoric clitics in French – though not against more sophisticated DP analyses,
such as those considered below.

Nevertheless, some arguments have been presented in favour of a DP analysis of
reflexive clitics. In particular, Sportiche (1998) proposes that anaphoric clitics in
French are DPs which must be overtly bound. This account correctly predicts the
meaning contrast in (6). This example illustrates a French impersonal construction.
The syntactic subject (il) is interpreted as an expletive, while the so-called postverbal
subject (beaucoup ‘many’) occupies its base position as an internal argument within
the verb phrase. In this position, it can be associated with the partitive clitic en.
Sportiche observes that this sentence has a middle reading with an implicit agent,
but no reflexive reading. He attributes the contrast to a requirement that the anaphoric
clitic must be bound at S-structure. On the analysis that the clitic is generated as an
anaphoric external argument, its antecedent (beaucoup) does not c-command it in (6)
and thus does not satisfy the binding requirement.

(6) II s’en rasait beaucoup, de soldats.
there SE-of.them shave.IMPF many of soldiers
a. ‘Soldiers, many of them were being shaved.’
b. * ‘Soldiers, many of them shaved (themselves).’

(Sportiche 1998: 156)

As formulated, this analysis is incompatible with a Minimalist framework, which
lacks a distinct level of S-structure and thus cannot impose an S-structure binding
requirement. However, a similar Minimalist analysis has been offered for the contrast
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in (7). A raised subject, as in (7a), can bind an anaphoric experiencer in English,
while the associate of a raised expletive, as in (7b), cannot (e.g., see Hornstein
et al. 2005). On this analysis, the associate in (7b) does not undergo LF movement
to the matrix subject position; instead, matrix T targets it for Agree, which licences
Case on the DP and plural agreement on the matrix verb, but does not license anaphor
binding.

(7) a. Many students seem to each other [to be in trouble].
b. There seem (*to each other) [to be many students in trouble].

A parallel analysis can be given for a contrast involving the Hebrew hitpa’el
form, which closely parallels the French contrast in (6) (McGinnis 1998). Reinhart
and Siloni (2004) describe the hitpa’el form as allowing an unaccusative interpret-
ation, as in (8a), or a reflexive interpretation, as in (8b).

(8) a. hem hit’asfu
they gathered
‘They gathered.’ Reinhart and Siloni (2004: 175)

b. hu hitlabeš
he dressed
‘He dressed (himself).’ Reinhart and Siloni (2004: 175)

Reinhart and Siloni observe further that hitpa’el unaccusatives allow postverbal
subjects, as shown in (9a), as do other unaccusatives and passives, while hitpa’el
reflexives allow only preverbal subjects, not postverbal ones, as shown in (9b).
McGinnis (1998) argues that the contrast in (9) arises because anaphoric hitpa’el
clauses involve an anaphoric DP external argument that must be bound by a local
c-commanding DP in the syntactic subject position.

Of course, this analysis requires that the anaphoric external argument not block
movement of the subject from its base position to the c-commanding subject position.

(9) a. hit’alfu šloša xayalim ba-hafgana.
fainted three soldiers in.the-demonstration
‘Three soldiers fainted in the demonstration.’ Reinhart and Siloni (2004: 174)

b. * hitlabšu šaloš dugmaniyot ba-knisa.
dressed three models in.the-entrance
(‘Three models dressed in the entrance.’) Reinhart and Siloni (2004: 174)

McGinnis (1999) makes the same argument regarding Icelandic -st reflexives. In
the context of a non-anaphoric use of -st, an expletive-subject construction has a post-
verbal associate (e.g., sjómann ‘sailors’ in (10a)). If -st has an anaphoric interpret-
ation, the associate must occupy a shifted object position, as in (10b), where the
associate einhver ‘someone’ precedes the participial main verb and the VP adverb
stundum ‘sometimes’. McGinnis (1999) argues that this contrast arises because the
anaphoric interpretation in (10a) involves a reflexive external argument that must
be bound by a c-commanding DP, namely the associate that raises past it from an
internal argument position.2

2Wood (2015) points out empirical challenges for this analysis of anaphoric -st, reviewed in
section 3.1 below.
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(10) a. Það hafa aldrei farist sjómann.
there have never died-ST sailors
‘Sailors have never died.’ (Ólafur Páll Jónsson, p.c.)

b. Það hefur einhver stundum klæðst.
there has someone sometimes dressed-ST
‘Sometimes, someone has dressed himself.’ (Ólafur Páll Jónsson, p.c.)

Despite this apparent evidence from postverbal subjects, I will argue below that
an anaphoric reflexive clitic is actually a Voice head, not an anaphoric external argu-
ment DP that needs to be bound by a local c-commanding argument.

A pronominal analysis has also been proposed for reflexive -st in Icelandic.
Wood (2014, 2015) argues that in reflexive and anticausative contexts, the
Icelandic clitic -st realizes an expletive DP that merges in an argument position
but cannot bear a thematic role. In a sense, the expletive DP eliminates an argument
position – not by means of a lexical operation, but by merging into this position syn-
tactically. On this analysis, the expletive DP merges in the external argument position
of an anticausative, yielding an unaccusative-like structure in which the syntactic
subject originates in an internal argument position (see also Schäfer 2008); in a
reflexive, the expletive DP merges in a vP-internal argument position (spec-p), yield-
ing an unergative-like structure in which the syntactic subject merges as an external
argument in spec-Voice.

Wood (2015) presents evidence that the -st clitic is an expletive argument, as
opposed to a Voice head. He notes that -st occupies a different morphological pos-
ition from the inchoative suffix -na, which Wood analyzes as a realization of
Voice. Specifically, while -na appears between the verb root and tense morphology,
as in (11a), -st appears after tense morphology, as in (11b).

(11) a. Vatnið hit-na-ði.
water.the.NOM heat-NA-3SG.PST
‘The water heated.’ (Wood 2015: 115)

b. Dyrnar opnu-ðu-st.
door.the opened-3PL.PST-ST
‘The door opened.’ (Wood 2015: 139)

Wood notes that reflexive morphology in Romance and Slavic languages also
involves clitics. If the expletive-argument analysis can be successfully extended to
these languages, that would support a DP analysis of anaphoric clitics in general.

However, I argue below that the cross-linguistic evidence actually supports the
view that reflexive clitic morphology is verbal, not pronominal. To be specific, it
expresses a Voice head in the extended projection of the verb root. I propose that
the features of the Voice head underlying reflexive morphology can vary, including
both unaccusative and unergative Voice, each allowing both anaphoric and non-ana-
phoric interpretations.3

3Other possibilities also exist; for example, Wood (2015) notes that Icelandic -st predicates
include transitive verbs, whose objects may bear a variety of cases, including accusative
(Andrews 1982: 457).
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The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In section 2, I review
evidence that anaphoric clitics are associated with an unergative derivation in
Icelandic. I then argue that French has both unergative and unaccusative deriva-
tions for anaphoric clitics. Finally, I present a Voice analysis of the structures
underlying the various reflexive clitic derivations under discussion, as well as
the two DP analyses of reflexive clitics noted above, for comparison. In section 3,
I argue for a Voice analysis of anaphoric clitics in French and Icelandic, and
against the two DP analyses. In section 3.1, I argue for the Voice analysis of
French anaphoric clitics, and against the external-argument analysis. I show that
the unaccusative/unergative distinction in anaphoric clitic derivations undermines
the binding evidence cited above for the external-argument analysis. The Voice
analysis also accounts for differences in binding requirements between DP ana-
phors and anaphoric Voice, including how they interact with c-command and
lethal ambiguity (McGinnis 1998, 2004). In section 3.2, I argue for a Voice ana-
lysis of Icelandic reflexive clitics, as opposed to the expletive-argument analysis in
Wood (2014, 2015) and Wood and Marantz (2017). These arguments are based in
part on Moser’s (2021) finding that not all figure reflexives require a pP or
allow an impersonal passive, and in part on the difficulty of extending the
expletive-argument analysis to other languages with reflexive clitics. Unlike the
expletive–argument analysis, the Voice analysis correctly predicts that anaphoric
reflexive clitics are cross-linguistically restricted to referential dependencies
involving the external argument (Bouchard 1984; Marantz 1984; Kayne 1988;
Pesetsky 1995; McGinnis 1998, 2004).

2. THE VOICE ANALYSIS

In this section, I review evidence that anaphoric clitic derivations in Icelandic are syn-
tactically unergative, and that French has both unaccusative and unergative anaphoric
clitic derivations. I then present a Voice analysis of the various uses of reflexive
clitics in these languages, along with the two DP analyses – the external-argument
and expletive-argument analyses – for comparison.

Icelandic provides evidence that natural language permits unergative clauses
with an anaphoric clitic. It has been argued that Icelandic allows impersonal passives
with unergatives, like (12a), but not with unaccusatives, like (12b) (Zaenen and
Maling 1990, Sigurðsson and Egerland 2009).

(12) a. Það var synt.
EXPL was swum
‘There was swimming.’ (Yamaguchi 2000: 151)

b. *Það var sokkið.
EXPL was sunk
(‘There was sinking.’) (Yamaguchi 2000: 152)

We saw in the previous section that unergative activity predicates marked with
-st can also occur in an impersonal passive. Moreover, Icelandic figure reflexives
allow impersonal passives (Wood 2014, 2015). The example in (1b), repeated here
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as (13a), has an external argument, while (13b) is an impersonal passive, with an
expletive subject, a passive auxiliary and a participial verb form.

(13) a. Bjartur tróð-st gegnum mannþröngina.
Bjartur.NOM squeezed-ST through the.crowd
‘Bjartur squeezed (himself) through the crowd.’ =(1b)

b. Það var troði-st gegnum mannþröngina.
EXPL was squeezed-ST through the.crowd
‘There was squeezing through the crowd.’ (Wood 2015: 179)

The availability of the impersonal passive supports the analysis that figure reflex-
ives are unergative.4 As Wood (2015) notes, further evidence that anaphoric clitic
derivations in Icelandic are unergative is that these derivations always have a struc-
turally case-marked subject, even though other types of -st clauses can have a dative
subject (Jónsson 2005: 401). This suggests that while the subject of other -st clauses
can originate in an internal-argument position, the subject of anaphoric -st verbs ori-
ginates in spec-Voice. On the other hand, as we will see in section 3.2, some Icelandic
figure reflexives disallow impersonal passives, and thus may have an unaccusative
derivation (Moser 2021).

As noted in the previous section, French clauses with an anaphoric clitic have
been argued to have an unaccusative-like derivation, in which the subject originates
in a vP-internal position and moves to a position where it can bind an anaphoric exter-
nal argument. However, some researchers (e.g., Labelle 2008) have argued instead
that anaphoric clitics are associated with unergative syntax in French, as shown
above for Icelandic. For example, consider the analysis of impersonal constructions
with a partitive clitic and a postverbal subject, like the one in (14), based on Reinhart
and Siloni (2004: 172). As noted above, these allow a middle reading with an implicit
agent, as in (14a), but not an anaphoric reading, with a referential dependency
between the external and internal arguments of laver ‘wash’, as in (14b).

(14) II s’en est lavé beaucoup dans ces douches publiques, récemment.
there SE-of.them are washed many in these showers public.PL recently
a. ‘Many of them were washed in these public showers recently.’
b. *‘Many of them washed themselves in these public showers recently.’

(Labelle 2008: 870)

According to Labelle (2008), the contrast between the two readings in (14)
arises, not because the postverbal subject cannot bind a reflexive external argument
(Sportiche 1998), but because the anaphoric derivation has an unergative structure.

Unergatives and unaccusatives in French behave differently with respect to post-
verbal subjects. An unaccusative clause allows en-cliticization from a postverbal
subject, as shown in (15a), but the subject of an unergative clause like (15b)
resists the postverbal position and disallows en-cliticization.

(15) a. Il en est arrivé plusieurs.
there of.them is arrived several
‘Several of them arrived.’ Sportiche (1998: 149)

4But see Yamaguchi (2000) for a different perspective on impersonal passives.
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b. * Il en a dormi plusieurs.
there of.them has slept several
(‘Several of them slept.’) Sportiche (1998: 149)

If anaphoric clitics in French are associated with an unergative structure, the ill-
formedness of the anaphoric reading in (14b) is explained, since this unergative struc-
ture would be incompatible with en-cliticization from a postverbal subject.

Intriguingly, Labelle (2008: 870, footnote 27) observes that although the ana-
phoric reading is ruled out in examples like (14), it is available in superficially iden-
tical examples, as shown in (16) and (17).

(16) Il s’en est présenté beaucoup pour cet emploi.
it SE-of.them are presented many for this job
a. ‘Many of them were presented for this job.’
b. ‘Many of them presented themselves for this job.’

(based on Labelle 2008: 870)

(17) Il s’en est offert une pour mener le combat.
it SE-of.them are offered one to lead the fight
a. ‘One of them was offered to lead the fight.’
b. ‘One of them offered herself to lead the fight.’ (based on Labelle 2008: 870)

The examples in (6) and (14) contrast with those in (16) and (17), suggesting that
French anaphoric clitic derivations fall into two types. I propose that the first type (involv-
ing the verbs raser ‘shave’ and laver ‘wash’) is syntactically unergative, asLabelle (2008)
maintains.Bycontrast, the second type (involvingprésenter ‘present/introduce’ andoffrir
‘offer’) is syntactically unaccusative, with a derived subject (Marantz 1984; Pesetsky
1995; McGinnis 1998, 2004; Sportiche 1998). The reflexive interpretation of both
unergative and unaccusative structures arises, not from a dependency between two
DP positions, but from the relation between a single DP and an anaphoric Voice
head, which expresses that the eventuality described by the verb phrase is self-directed.5

The unergative structure seems to be associated with verbs classified as naturally
reflexive in a variety of other languages, including Dutch and Hebrew (Everaert 1986,
Reinhart and Siloni 2004). However, this does not distinguish it from the unaccusative
structure, since at least for présenter, the reflexive use is also preferred to the non-reflex-
ive use (Haiden 2019). Both structures also involve eventive, agentive verbs. Thus, it
remains unclear what underlies the split between the two types of examples, and I
leave this obviously important issue for further research. The key point, as I argue in
the next section, is that the existence and properties of unergative and unaccusative ana-
phoric clitic derivations in French motivates a Voice analysis of anaphoric clitics.

In particular, I argue below that reflexive clitics are realizations of a Voice head.
Reflexive clitic derivations are divided into two main syntactic types, unaccusative and
unergative.6 There are several subtypes of unaccusative structures. These include

5An investigation of the semantics of unaccusative anaphoric Voice is beyond the scope of
this article. Labelle’s (2008) semantic analysis of French anaphoric clitics appears to be com-
patible with the analysis presented here for the unergative structure.

6As noted in footnote 3, Icelandic also has transitive uses of -st.
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inchoatives, which lack both a causing eventuality and an external argument; middles,
which have a causing eventuality but lack an external argument; and anaphoric unac-
cusatives, which have a causing eventuality and lack an external argument, but involve
a semantic dependency between an internal argument and the thematic role introduced
by Voice. Unergatives have both a causing eventuality and an external argument; they
also allow either anaphoric or non-anaphoric Voice. In both unaccusative and unerga-
tive anaphoric clauses, the DP that enters a relation with anaphoric Voice is interpreted
as participating in a self-directed eventuality.

This analysis differs in a variety of ways from other proposals in the literature. In
contrasting it with approaches that treat reflexive clitics as pronouns, I focus princi-
pally on two alternative analyses. The first treats the clitic as an anaphoric external
argument DP (McGinnis 1998, 2004). This DP is analyzed as lacking abstract
Case, and thus ineligible both to move to the subject position, and to block movement
of a lower DP to subject. As a local anaphor, it must be bound by the derived subject.
The analysis stipulates that a Caseless DP can only be projected as an external argu-
ment, thus restricting reflexive clitics to dependencies involving this thematic role.

Adapting the external-argument analysis to the framework adopted here, we can
represent it as in (18). The reflexive clitic spells out a DP external argument merged in
the specifier of the Voice head, which introduces the thematic role implied by the vP.
Because it lacks Case, this DP is inaccessible for movement to the subject position, and
a lower DP moves to [Spec,TP] instead, where it binds the anaphoric external argument.

(18)

This analysis makes different predictions from the Voice analysis proposed here,
as discussed in section 3.1 below. The Voice analysis postulates both unaccusative and
unergative anaphoric clauses, making it possible to account for the evidence that some
clauses with anaphoric clitics behave like unergatives. Moreover, since the Voice ana-
lysis does not postulate a binding dependency between two DP anaphors, it does not
require an antecedent to c-command an anaphoric external argument in
[Spec,VoiceP]. The current analysis also offers an account of the observation that
well-formed anaphoric clitic derivations are exempt from a restriction on binding
known as lethal ambiguity, while DP anaphors are not exempt (McGinnis 1998, 2004).
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I also distinguish the Voice analysis of reflexive clitics from a second pronom-
inal analysis, which treats Icelandic -st as an expletive argument DP. As noted above,
this would be an expletive merged in an argument position but unable to bear a the-
matic role (Wood 2014, 2015; Wood and Marantz 2017). Wood (2015) analyzes two
types of -st clauses, which he refers to as figure reflexives (19a) and anticausatives
(19b). Examples like 1b, repeated here as (19a), appear to involve a referential
dependency between the external argument and an internal argument which is inter-
preted as the figure located relative to the ground described by a PP, while examples
like (19b) appear to have a single argument, the syntactic subject.

(19) a. Bjartur tróð-st gegnum mannþröngina.
Bjartur.NOM squeezed-ST through the.crowd
‘Bjartur squeezed (himself) through the crowd.’

b. Hurðin opnaði-st.
door.the.NOM opened-ST
‘The door opened.’ (Wood 2015: 75)

For examples like (19a), Wood analyzes -st as an expletive argument merged in
spec-p, which he takes to be the position associated with a figure role introduced by p
in the environment of a suitable PP complement, as in (20). However, since -st is an
expletive DP, it cannot bear the figure role. In Wood’s analysis, compositional inter-
pretation passes this unsaturated role up the tree to the next argument in VoiceP,
which is the external argument. The external argument of a figure reflexive thus
receives two thematic interpretations, effectively establishing a referential depend-
ency between these two roles without binding or Agree. Since the sole argument
of the clause is introduced in spec-Voice, the structure resembles an unergative
clause. However, there is also an internal syntactic argument, the expletive DP,
which has no semantic interpretation. The expletive -st encliticizes to the verb.

(20)
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For unaccusative examples like (19b), Wood’s analysis maintains that expletive
-stmerges in [Spec,VoiceP], as shown in (21). In this case, there is no way to pass the
external argument role to a higher DP within VoiceP, so generally the sentence is
interpretable only if the Voice head introduces no thematic role.7 The resulting struc-
ture resembles an unaccusative clause, with an internal argument that merges below
Voice and moves to the subject position. However, the syntactic external argument
position is filled by expletive -st, which has no semantic interpretation.

(21)

The Voice analysis makes different predictions from this expletive-argument ana-
lysis of -st, as I will review in section 3.2. For one thing, the Voice analysis offers a
unified account of the heterogeneous behaviour of Icelandic figure reflexives identified
by Moser (2021). It also offers a unified analysis of reflexive clitic derivations in
Icelandic and French, including an account of the key cross-linguistic generalization
that a dependency involving anaphoric clitics always includes the external argument.

3. EVIDENCE FOR A VOICE ANALYSIS OF REFLEXIVE CLITICS

In this section I lay out evidence for the proposed Voice analysis of reflexive clitics,
contrasting it with the external-argument and expletive-argument analyses. I then
briefly discuss the surface position of Icelandic reflexive clitics, a potential challenge
for the Voice analysis.

3.1 Contrasting the Voice analysis with the external-argument analysis

I now turn to evidence for the Voice analysis as opposed to the external-argument
analysis, including structural differences between DP binding and Voice anaphora,
the absence of lethal ambiguity effects in well-formed anaphoric clitic derivations,
and the interpretation of focused subjects in anaphoric clauses.

7As noted by a reviewer, Wood also analyzes -st as merging in [Spec,VoiceP] in the modal
passive (i); here a higher passive head existentially closes over the thematic role introduced by
Voice.
(i) Fundurinn verður að auglýsast vel.

meeting.the.NOM must to advertise-ST well
‘The meeting needs to be well advertised.’ (Ottósson 1989: 63)
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The most straightforward evidence against the external-argument analysis of
anaphoric clitics is that some anaphoric clitic derivations are unergative. This was
demonstrated in section 2 for Icelandic figure reflexives, which allow impersonal pas-
sives like (13b), repeated here as (22), and for certain French anaphoric clitic deriva-
tions, which disallow en-cliticization from the postverbal subject of an impersonal
clause, as in (14), repeated here as (23). Both of these observations can be captured
by postulating that the anaphoric derivations in question are unergative.

(22) Það var troði-st gegnum mannþröngina.
EXPL was squeezed-ST through the.crowd
‘There was squeezing through the crowd.’

(23) II s’en est lavé beaucoup dans ces douches
there SE-of.them are washed many in these showers
publiques, récemment.
public.PL recently
a. ‘Many of them were washed in these public showers recently.’
b. * ‘Many of them washed in these public showers recently.’

As reviewed in section 1, an alternative account has been proposed for the
ungrammaticality of postverbal subjects in Hebrew, Icelandic and (some) French ana-
phoric clauses (Sportiche 1998; McGinnis 1998, 1999) – namely, that the subject
must raise to spec-T in order to bind an anaphoric DP in the external argument pos-
ition. However, we also saw that there are parallel well-formed counterparts from
French, such as (16), repeated here as (24), which are incompatible with this analysis.
These examples show that an anaphoric dependency can be constructed even when
the subject remains in situ.

(24) Il s’en est présenté beaucoup pour cet emploi.
it SE-of.them are presented many for this job
a. ‘Many of them were presented for this job.’
b. ‘Many of them presented themselves for this job.’

Two important consequences follow from these observations. First, if the French
example in (23), and its counterparts in Hebrew and Icelandic, disallow postverbal
subjects because they are unergative, this eliminates the key evidence for an ana-
phoric external argument in reflexive clitic derivations. Secondly, the well-formed
anaphoric dependency in (24) provides direct evidence against the external-argument
analysis. In (24), the postverbal subject beaucoup is not in a position to c-command
and bind an anaphoric external argument. In fact, if such an anaphor did occupy
[Spec,VoiceP], it would c-command the postverbal subject, which would thus be pre-
dicted to violate Principle C. For comparison, we can consider examples that clearly
involve two DPs, as in (25). The postverbal DPmany students cannot bind a reflexive
or reciprocal anaphor in (25a), but if it raises to spec-T, it c-commands the anaphor
and binding is possible, as shown in (25b).

(25) a. There seem (*to each other) [to be many students in trouble].
b. Many students seem to each other [to be in trouble].
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The contrast between the ungrammatical binding dependency in (25a) and the
grammatical dependency in (24) constitutes evidence against an external-argument
analysis of anaphoric clitics. On the Voice analysis, by hypothesis, (24) is grammat-
ical because the postverbal subject enters an Agree relation with anaphoric Voice;
unlike an anaphoric DP, anaphoric Voice does not appear to require a c-commanding
antecedent. In other words, the structural conditions on an anaphoric dependency
between Voice and a DP are different from those on an anaphoric dependency
between two DPs. I postulate that anaphoric Voice targets the closest accessible
DP via Agree, and establishes an anaphoric dependency with it. This DP must be
in the search domain of Voice, which I assume can target the nearest eligible DP it
c-commands, or failing that, a DP that merges in its specifier. Crucially, the
DP that establishes a dependency with anaphoric Voice need not c-command it.
By contrast, a DP can establish a dependency with an anaphoric DP only by
c-commanding it.

Another argument for the anaphoric Voice analysis is that well-formed anaphoric
clitic derivations appear to be exempt from lethal ambiguity (McGinnis 1998, 2004;
see also McGinnis 2009, Huijsmans 2015a). Lethal ambiguity is a constraint on
binding that interacts with A-movement. Specifically, if one DP (X) c-commands
another (Y), but Y can undergo A-movement that skips over X without entering
into a multiple-specifier configuration with it, Y can bind X. This accounts for the
well-formedness of a raised subject binding an anaphoric experiencer in English,
as in (25b). On the other hand, if Y can only undergo A-movement over X by leap-
frogging through a multiple-specifier configuration with it, then Y cannot bind
X. This second case is illustrated by long passives in Albanian (Massey 1992),
described below.

In the Albanian double object construction in (26a), the indirect object (IO)
c-commands the direct object (DO), so a possessive pronoun contained in the IO
cannot be bound by a quantified DO. In the passive counterpart of (26a), however,
the DO raises to the subject position, where it c-commands the IO, as shown in
(26b). The DO bears nominative case and can bind a possessive pronoun contained
in the IO. Although the raised DO in (26b) can bind a pronoun contained in the IO, it
cannot bind the IO itself (27). This follows from lethal ambiguity. In order to move
over the IO, the DO must leapfrog over it via a multiple-specifier configuration. This
configuration blocks binding.

(26) a. * Agimi ia ktheu autorit të tiji secilin libëri.
Agim.NOM CL return author.DAT its each book.ACC
(‘Agim returned to itsi author each booki.’) (Massey 1992: 74)

b. Secili libëri iu kthye autorit të tiji.
each book.NOM CL returned.NACT author.DAT its
‘Each booki was returned to itsi author.’ (Massey 1992: 75)

(27) * Dritai iu tregua vetesi prej artistit.
Drita.NOM CL show.NACT self.DAT by the.artist
(‘Dritai was shown to herselfi by the artist.’) (Massey 1992: 71)
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If lethal ambiguity applies to clitic anaphors as well, this would account for the
effects of Rizzi’s (1986) Chain Condition (McGinnis 1998, 2004). For example, con-
sider the contrast between Italian passive double-object constructions with a full IO
anaphor, which can be bound by the subject, as in (28a), and those with a clitic IO,
which cannot, as in (28b). In (28a), the IO is generated below the DO and marked
with the dative preposition a, so the DO can raise to subject position without leap-
frogging over the IO. In (28b), however, the reflexive is an anaphoric dative clitic
generated above the DO. In order for the DO Gianni to become the subject in
(28b), it must leapfrog through a multiple-specifier configuration with the IO
clitic, which rules out binding.

(28) a. Giannii è stato affidato a se stessoi.
Gianni was been entrusted to self
‘Giannii was entrusted to himselfi.’ (Rizzi 1986: 70)

b. * Giannii sii è stato affidato.
Gianni self was been entrusted
(‘Giannii was entrusted to himselfi.’) (Rizzi 1986: 70)

Lethal ambiguity is problematic for the external-argument analysis of anaphoric
clitic derivations, especially on a theory where Voice is a phase head, and movement
out of a phase must pass through a specifier of the phase head (Chomsky 2001). If a
reflexive external argument occupied [Spec, VoiceP] in well-formed examples, it is
not clear how the lower argument could raise past it to the subject position without
leapfrogging through a multiple-specifier configuration with the external argument.
Even if the external argument lacked Case, locality considerations would force the
lower argument to move to subject position via a specifier at the edge of the phase
headed by Voice,with the external argument in another specifier of the same head.

Thus, under the external-argument analysis, the absence of lethal ambiguity effects
for anaphoric external arguments is a mystery. However, it is expected if anaphoric
clitics realize anaphoric Voice, not DP. Under this view, the derivation of grammatical
anaphoric clitic clauses does not involve the lethal ambiguity configuration – two coin-
dexed DPs in specifiers of the same head – but rather a DP-head relation. Thus, the
absence of lethal ambiguity effects in the context of anaphoric Voice provides evidence
for the Voice analysis of anaphoric clitics, and against the external-argument analysis.

Focus constructions provide further evidence against the external-argument ana-
lysis of reflexive clitics. When the subject of an anaphoric clause is focused using
seul ‘only’, as in (29), it implicitly denies a set of alternatives, which can then
serve as contradictions. These alternatives can covary in both thematic roles involved
in the anaphoric dependency, as in (30a), but cannot vary only in the internal role, as
in (30b) (Sportiche 2014, Haiden 2019).

(29) Seule Marie s’est construit un château.
only.F Marie SE-is built a castle
‘Only Marie built herself a castle.’ (Haiden 2019: 39)

(30) a. Non, moi aussi je me suis construit un château.
no I also I SE.1SG am built a castle
‘No, I also built myself a castle.’ (Haiden 2019: 39)
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b. #Non, elle m’a construit un château à moi aussi.
no she SE.1SG-has built a castle to me also
‘No, she also built me a castle.’ (Haiden 2019: 39)

These findings are problematic for the external-argument analysis of anaphoric
clitics. On this analysis, the focused subject would originate as an internal argument,
then raise to [Spec,TP], binding an anaphoric external argument in [Spec,VoiceP]. In
(30b), the contradiction varies from the assertion in (29) only in the choice of internal
argument; if the focused subject is the internal argument of a semantically transitive
predicate, the contradiction is expected to be felicitous. Since it is not felicitous, the
external-argument analysis appears to be incorrect.

Moreover, according to Haiden (2019), if the clause has an agentive subject, the
implied alternatives also cannot vary only in the external argument, as illustrated by
the infelicity of (31). The facts in (30)–(31) indicate that the predicate is not seman-
tically transitive at all, but an intransitive self-directed eventuality, of which the
subject is the sole argument.

(31)#Non, moi aussi je lui ai construit un château.
no I also I to.her have built a castle
‘No, I also built her a castle.’ (Haiden 2019: 39)

These observations follow from the Voice analysis, in which (unergative or
unaccusative) anaphoric Voice effectively converts a transitive predicate into an
intransitive self-directed eventuality.8

To summarize, the Voice analysis of anaphoric clitics accounts for a number of
observations more successfully than the external-argument analysis does. These
include the ability of postverbal subjects with en-cliticization to establish an ana-
phoric dependency with the external argument thematic role, despite not being in a
position to bind an anaphoric external argument; the absence of lethal ambiguity
effects in well-formed anaphoric clitic derivations; and the impossibility of obtaining
an internal-argument reading for a focused subject. In short, the Voice analysis is
empirically supported.

3.2 Contrasting the Voice analysis with the expletive-argument analysis

Like the external-argument analysis, the expletive-argument analysis treats reflexive
clitics as DPs – in this case, semantically empty DPs. In this section, I argue against
this approach and in favour of the Voice analysis of reflexive clitics. The Voice ana-
lysis makes different predictions regarding the argument structure of Icelandic figure
reflexives, which appear to be supported (Moser 2021). It also successfully gener-
alizes across languages, correctly capturing the generalization that an anaphoric
dependency in a reflexive clitic derivation always involves the external argument –

8Sportiche’s (2014) discussion of focused subjects centres on a case with an experiencer
subject, which does allow a contradiction parallel to (31). Haiden (2019) shows that predicates
with an experiencer subject allow this option more readily than those with an agentive subject,
suggesting different syntactic derivations for the two types of eventualities. I leave this matter
for further research.
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a result that the expletive-argument analysis predicts for Icelandic figure reflexives,
but which cannot be maintained in contexts where reflexive clitics have a broader dis-
tribution, as in French and other Romance languages.

Let us consider the argument structure of figure reflexives. On the expletive-
argument analysis, figure reflexives have the expletive (-st) merged in spec-p, and
an external argument merged in spec-Voice. Since the figure role is not saturated
by the expletive -st, it passes up the tree instead. The external argument is then inter-
preted as saturating both the figure role introduced by p and the agent role introduced
by Voice. This analysis predicts that figure reflexives will have an obligatory PP,
since this is where the figure role originates. It also predicts that they will allow
impersonal passives, since the structure is essentially unergative. While some
figure reflexives do indeed have these characteristics, not all do (Moser 2021).

For example, several of the verbs on Wood’s list of figure reflexives have an
optional PP, including troðast ‘squeeze’, böðlast ‘struggle’, dröslast ‘drag’, læðast
‘prowl/sneak’, skrönglast ‘move reluctantly’, and þvælast ‘wander’ (Moser 2021).
An example is shown in (32), where the presence of the PP gegnum
mannþröngina ‘through the crowd’ is optional. The example expresses directed
motion even in the absence of the PP.

(32) Bjartur læddist (gegnum mannþröngina).
Bjartur.NOM prowled-ST (through crowd.the.ACC)
‘Bjartur prowled (through the crowd).’ (Moser 2021: 14)

Moreover, some figure reflexives disallow an impersonal passive. These include
laumast ‘sneak’, ryðjast ‘barge/shove’, and klöngrast ‘clamber’ (Moser 2021).
Example (33a) shows a well-formed active clause with laumast, and (33b) the corre-
sponding ill-formed impersonal passive.

(33) a. Bjartur laumaðist (gegnum mannþröngina).
Bjartur.NOM sneaked-ST (through crowd.the.ACC)
‘Bjartur sneaked (through the crowd).’ (Moser 2021: 16)

b. *? Þá var laumast (gegnum mannþröngina).
then was sneaked-ST (through crowd.the.ACC)
(‘Then there was sneaking (through the crowd).’) (Moser 2021: 89–90)

On the expletive-argument analysis, it is not clear how to account for the facts in
(32)–(33). On the Voice analysis, however, the PP does not play a critical role in
licensing the figure reflexive interpretation. Instead, this interpretation is licensed
by anaphoric Voice. Moreover, anaphoric Voice can be unergative or unaccusative.
Thus, examples like (33) may disallow an impersonal passive because they are
unaccusative.

Another challenge of the expletive-argument analysis is the difficulty of extend-
ing it to languages beyond Icelandic. One particular issue is how to account for the
widely observed generalization that the referential dependency in a non-active reflex-
ive always involves an external argument (Kayne 1975, Marantz 1984, Burzio 1986,
Rizzi 1986, Pesetsky 1995, inter alia). For example, Italian allows an impersonal si
passive of a double object construction, with the DO raising to subject position
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past the pronominal dative IO clitic, as in (34a). However, an anaphoric clitic in this
context is impossible, as shown in (28b), repeated here as (34b) (Rizzi 1986).

(34) a. Giannii glij è stato affidato.
Gianni him.DAT was been entrusted
‘Giannii was entrusted to himj.’ (Rizzi 1986: 70)

b. * Giannii sii è stato affidato.
Gianni self was been entrusted
(‘Giannii was entrusted to himselfi.’)

The empirical generalization is that a well-formed anaphoric clitic derivation
must involve a dependency with the external argument. As noted in section 3.1,
replacing the pronominal clitic in (34a) with an anaphoric one yields a lethal ambi-
guity, and the derivation crashes (McGinnis 1998, 2004). On the Voice analysis,
the referential dependency in a well-formed anaphoric clitic derivation arises from
an Agree relation between anaphoric Voice and a DP. The external argument role
introduced by the Voice head is referentially linked to this DP, and the resulting
intransitive predicate is interpreted as a self-directed eventuality. Such a derivation
would also be unavailable for (34b), which lacks an external argument.

It is not clear why an anaphoric option would be available for Voice but unavail-
able for other argument-introducing heads, such as the high applicative head Appl,
which has also been argued to head a phase (McGinnis 2002, 2004). Interestingly,
a related restriction is found in reflexive-marked clauses whose external argument
has an arbitrary interpretation. For example, Italian has two types of arbitrary si
(Cinque 1988). One is restricted to the subject position of a finite clause as in
(35a), while the other can occur in both finite and non-finite clauses, but must
express the external argument role, as in (35b). On the analysis proposed here,
these two types of si can be regarded as a nominative DP si and a Voice si, respect-
ively. Clauses with nominative si show third-person singular finite verb agreement
with the impersonal subject, as in (35a), while clauses with Voice si show agreement
with the internal argument, as in (35b). The example in (35b) can be analyzed as a
middle, with unaccusative Voice and no external argument, but a causative (agentive)
interpretation for little v.

(35) a. Qui, si mangia spesso gli spaghetti.
here ARB eat often the spaghettis
‘Here si often eats spaghettis.’ (Cinque 1988: 554)

b. Qui, si mangiano spesso gli spaghetti.
here ARB eat.PL often the spaghettis
‘Here spaghettis si often eat (are eaten).’ (Cinque 1988: 554)

Given that impersonal arguments in non-finite clauses are restricted to the exter-
nal argument role, it seems that the arbitrary interpretation licensed by Voice is not
found with other argument-introducing heads, such as Appl – exactly as is the
case for the anaphoric interpretation licensed by Voice. This difference between
Voice and Appl may be related to the fact that Appl is typically associated with
optional, non-core arguments. Appl also shows other characteristics of defectiveness,
such as Person-Case Constraint effects, which are restricted to clauses involving an
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applied argument (Hanson 2003), arguably because of defective person-licensing fea-
tures on Appl (Adger and Harbour 2007; McGinnis 2017a, 2017b).9

It is difficult to account for this external-argument restriction under an expletive-
argument analysis. No problem arises in Icelandic, where Wood (2014, 2015) postu-
lates only two positions for the merger of the expletive argument (-st): [Spec,Voice],
where it bears no thematic role; and [Spec,pP], where it bears the figure role. As noted
in section 2, the expletive-argument analysis maintains that when -st merges in
[Spec,pP], the figure role is passed up the structure to the next higher DP, namely
the external argument. Thus, the external argument generalization is maintained.

However, any attempt to extend this analysis to Romance languages faces diffi-
culties. In Romance languages, anaphoric clitic derivations permit the external argu-
ment role to establish a referential dependency with the complement of the verb, as in
(36a), or with a higher applied argument, if any, as in (36b). On the Voice analysis,
these possibilities are predicted, because the anaphoric dependency arises from an
Agree relation between anaphoric Voice and the most local DP in its search domain.

(36) a. Jean se regarde.
Jean SE looks
‘Jean looks at himself.’ (Kayne 1975: 370)

b. Elles se sont donné des coups de pied.
they.F SE are given of.the.PL blows of foot
‘They gave themselves/each other some kicks.’ (Kayne 1975: 370)

On the other hand, if we were instead to extend the expletive-argument analysis
to French, these examples would be analyzed as involving an expletive argument in
the position of the direct object in (36a), or the indirect object in (36b). Since an
expletive argument cannot saturate a thematic role, the thematic role associated
with the direct or indirect object position would be passed up the tree and saturated
by the next DP argument, namely the external argument, yielding an anaphoric
dependency between the two roles.

The problem with this analysis is that it would permit a dependency between two
internal arguments as well. The thematic role that the expletive argument cannot sat-
urate passes up the tree as a result of compositional interpretation, so in principle it
could take place between any local pair of argument positions within VoiceP.
Thus, for example, if an expletive argument could merge as the direct object in
(37), or in (34b) above, the thematic role that it could not saturate would be passed

9Another possibility is that these arbitrary and reflexive interpretations of the external argu-
ment role actually arise, not from Voice itself, but from the influence of a c-commanding head.
For example, Wood (2015) proposes that the arbitrary interpretation of the external argument in
Icelandic modal passives derives from a higher passive head that imposes existential closure on
the argument role introduced by Voice (Bruening 2013). If existential closure can be restricted
by locality – something that a purely semantic analysis would not predict – and if the anaphoric
reading of Voice can be derived from a similar closure operation, then it might be possible to
derive the external argument restriction from the position of Voice as the highest argument-
introducing head.
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up the tree and assigned to the indirect object, along with the role assigned by Appl.
Yet, as has been widely noted, such dependencies are ruled out.

(37) *Ces filles se seront présentées par Paul.
those girls SE be.FUT.3SG introduced by Paul
(‘Those girls will be introduced to one another by Paul.’) (Kayne 1975: 376)

Of course, it would be possible to maintain that the expletive-argument analysis
is the best analysis for Icelandic -st, and that Romance reflexive clitics simply have a
different analysis. This view is reasonable to the extent that reflexives in the two lan-
guages have clearly distinct properties that would be accessible during language
acquisition. For example, if it were the case that anaphoric -st in Icelandic is asso-
ciated with a PP and unergative syntax, while anaphoric se in French has a wider dis-
tribution and unaccusative syntax, the two types of anaphoric clitics could plausibly
be given different analyses. However, the distinction between the two languages
turns out not to be so clear-cut: both languages appear to have both unergative and
unaccusative anaphoric clitic derivations, and not all Icelandic figure reflexives
appear to require a PP. This suggests that a more unified analysis of reflexive
clitics in the two languages is desirable.

That said, there is a class of Icelandic verbs that behaves as predicted by the
expletive-argument analysis, including brjótast ‘break (into/out of)’, dröslast
‘drag’, and staulast ‘totter (along)’ (Moser 2021). On a directed-motion reading,
such verbs require a PP, as shown in (38a), and allow an impersonal passive, as in
(38b).

(38) a. Bjartur braust *(gegnum mannþröngina).
Bjartur.NOM broke-ST (through crowd.the.ACC)
‘Bjartur broke through the crowd.’ (Moser 2021: 15)

b. Þá var brotist gegnum mannþröngina.
then was broken-ST (through crowd.the.ACC)
‘Then there was breaking through the crowd (moving oneself).’

(Moser 2021: 81)

On the expletive-argument analysis, the PP in these examples is required in order
to generate the figure role underlying the figure reflexive reading. However, as we
have seen, with other verbs the figure reflexive reading can exist in the absence of
a PP. Thus, it is possible that the PP is required with this class of verbs for some
other reason. For example, some verbs may require a path to be specified in order
to obtain a directed-motion reading (McGinnis and Moser 2020). Perhaps it is the
contribution of a path component, and not the contribution of a figure role, that
makes the PP obligatory in these cases. Prima facie, it seems plausible that a root
meaning ‘break’, as in (38), would require a path PP for a directed-motion
reading, while roots meaning ‘prowl’ (32) and ‘sneak’ (33) would be sufficient to
license this reading without a path PP.

Let us tentatively adopt this hypothesis, and postulate that figure reflexives that
require a PP have the same structural analysis as other anaphoric unergatives: the
subject merges as the specifier of an anaphoric unergative Voice head, expressing
that the eventuality denoted by the vP is self-directed. The internal argument found
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with transitive uses of the verb, like blýöntunum ‘the pencils’ in (39), is simply not
projected.

(39) Bjartur tróð blýöntunum í pokann.
Bjartur.NOM squeezed pencils.the.DAT in bag.the
‘Bjartur squeezed the pencils into the bag.’ (Wood and Marantz 2017: 12)

As for the figure reflexives that are incompatible with the impersonal passive,
like laumast in (33b), I leave a full account of these for further research. If they
are unaccusative, as suggested here, then their subject moves from an internal argu-
ment position. If this is possible, then there is no clear account of why anaphoric -st
clauses never have dative subjects, as noted in section 2 above. The distribution of the
various kinds of reflexive-marked Voice would also need to be lexically restricted,
since reflexive clitic derivations are not highly productive in Icelandic, as they are
in French and other Romance languages. For example, an unaccusative -st reflexive
(in this case, with a middle reading) cannot be based on a transitive verb like myrtist.

(40) * Maðurinn myrtist.
the.man.NOM murdered-ST
(‘There was an event of murdering the man.’) (Wood and Marantz 2017: 16)

While several aspects of the analysis require further investigation, there are com-
pelling reasons to support a Voice analysis of reflexive clitics in Icelandic and
French. First, it explains how the structural conditions on referential dependencies
in anaphoric clitic derivations differ from the conditions on referential dependencies
between DPs. Second, it accounts for the distinction between unaccusative and uner-
gative anaphoric clitics, which cuts across languages and thus supports a cross-
linguistically unified analysis.

3.3 A potential challenge for the Voice analysis

One argument that has been advanced against a Voice analysis of reflexive clitics
(Wood 2015, Moser 2021) is that the clitic sits outside tense and agreement
morphology, as illustrated in (11b), repeated here as (41a). Past-tense marking and
phi-agreement with dyrnar ‘the door’ is reflected in the verbal suffix -ðu, which is
followed by the reflexive clitic -st. Note that dyrnar triggers plural agreement
because it is formally plural. By contrast, the anticausative suffix -na, which Wood
analyzes as a Voice suffix, precedes tense and agreement marking, as shown in
(11a), repeated here as (41b).

(41) a. Dyrnar opnu-ðu-st.
door.the opened-3PL.PST-ST
‘The door opened.’

b. Vatnið hit-na-ði.
water.the.NOM heat-NA-3SG.PST
‘The water heated.’

Since Voice structurally intervenes between the verb and the inflectional heads
associated with tense and agreement, it is not immediately obvious how a Voice ana-
lysis of -st would account for the morpheme order in (41a). Wood notes that for some
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speakers, -st can also sit outside a second-person imperative weak pronoun (Kissock
1997, Thráinsson 2007: 285).

On the assumption that a complex verb is formed by local head-to-head move-
ment or morphological merger, a pronominal analysis of -st provides a more straight-
forward account of its position than a Voice analysis does. A Voice analysis would
either involve cliticizing the -st head to a higher position before movement of the
root-verb complex [√ROOT-v] to T, or else head-movement yielding the complex
head [√ROOT-v-Voice-T], followed by Voice cliticization to the right edge of the
complex head. I am unaware of any motivation for either of these analyses. On the
other hand, clitics do often have idiosyncratic ordering properties that a syntactic ana-
lysis alone cannot capture (Auger 1994, Bonet 1995, Huijsmans 2015b).

A detailed analysis of French and Icelandic reflexive clitic morphology is
beyond the scope of this article. However, if this morphology realizes a Voice
head, it makes an interesting comparison to Turkish passive morphology
(Perlmutter 1978, Özkaragöz 1986). Turkish has double passives, in which both
the external argument and an internal argument have an impersonal interpretation.
The passive suffix is doubled, with allomorphy distinguishing the final consonants
of the two suffixes, as in (42). Note that both suffixes come between the verb root
and the suffix indicating tense and agreement. Nevertheless, it has been argued
that only one of these suffixes realizes a Voice head, while the other is an impersonal
pronoun (Legate et al. 2020, Zhaksybek 2021).

(42) Harp-te vur-ul-un-ur.
war-LOC shoot-PASS-PASS-AOR.3SG
‘One is shot (by one) in war.’ (Özkaragöz 1986:77)

Given the similar semantics of impersonal pronouns and passive Voice, it seems
likely that the morphology expressing them is susceptible to historical reanalysis,
leading to structures that may look like Voice but involve a pronoun, as in Turkish –
or may look like a pronoun but involve Voice, as suggested in section 3.2 for
Italian impersonal si in non-finite clauses. If Voice also has anaphoric varieties, as
proposed here, then we would expect the same tendency for reanalysis to occur
between reflexive pronouns and anaphoric Voice, again leading to morphologically
opaque structures. In other words, while reflexive clitics in Icelandic and French may
not occupy typical positions for Voice morphology, this is arguably not a fatal
problem for the Voice analysis, but simply a direction for further research.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this article I have presented an analysis of reflexive clitics that treats them as rea-
lizations of unaccusative or unergative Voice, not as anaphoric or expletive DPs. I
have argued that this analysis successfully predicts a range of observations, including
the possibility of an anaphoric dependency between the external argument role and a
postverbal subject in French; the absence of lethal ambiguity effects in well-formed
anaphoric clitic derivations; the existence of unergative anaphoric clitic derivations;
the interpretation of focused subjects in anaphoric clitic derivations; the existence of
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Icelandic figure reflexives that lack a PP or disallow impersonal passives; and the
restriction of anaphoric clitics to dependencies involving an external argument.
French, Icelandic, and Hebrew reflexive clitic derivations are all analyzed as includ-
ing both non-anaphoric unaccusatives and anaphoric unergatives; French and (to a
more limited extent) Icelandic are also analyzed as having unaccusative anaphoric
clitic derivations. The proposed analysis offers an account of reflexive clitics that
captures both their diverse uses within a given language, and their parallel uses
across languages.
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